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ABSTRACT

What counts as legitimate AI ethics labor, and consequently, what

are the epistemic terms on which AI ethics claims are rendered

legitimate? Based on 75 interviews with technologists including

researchers, developers, open source contributors, artists, and ac-

tivists, this paper explores various epistemic bases from which AI

ethics is practiced. In the context of outside attacks on AI ethics as

an impediment to “progress,” I show how some AI ethics practices

have reached toward scholarly authority, automation and quantifi-

cation and achieved some legitimacy, while those based on richly

embodied and situated lived experience have not. This paper draws

the works of feminist Anthropology and Science and Technology

Studies (STS) scholars Diana Forsythe and Lucy Suchman together

with the works of postcolonial feminist theorist Sara Ahmed and

Black feminist theorist Kristie Dotson to examine the implications

of dominant AI ethics practices. I argue that by entrenching the

epistemic power of quantification, dominant AI ethics practices

risk legitimizing AI ethics as a project in equal and opposite mea-

sure to the extent that they delegitimize and marginalize embodied

and lived experiences as legitimate parts of the same project. In re-

sponse, I propose and sketch the idea of humble technical practices:

quantified or technical practices which specifically seek to make

their epistemic limits clear, with a view to flattening hierarchies of

epistemic power.
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1 INTRODUCTION

In a volume entitled “An anthropologist in theworld ofArtificial In-

telligence” compiled after her untimely 1997 death, Diana Forsythe

studies and critiques AI cultures in ways that still resonate today.

She notes how the construction of what is considered “knowledge”

in AI communities often “deletes the social”, privileging codified

technical expertise over social knowledges and context [29], which

in her analysis of the development of medical AI systems, led to

their failure to usefully diagnose ailments. Butmore than two decades

on, what were once “toy” systems in Forsythe’s time are now the

systemsmany are subjected to daily, even as both the definition [81]

and functionality of AI remain questionable [74]. In response, many

companies and governments have AI ethics initiatives [9, 44]. This

is not without conflict, as people leading these efforts have been
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fired: in perhaps the highest profile case, Timnit Gebru was fired

fromGoogle [62] while attempting to publish a research paper rais-

ing concerns about the environmental and bias impacts of ever

larger language models [10]. Microsoft recently laid off one of its

AI ethics teams, defending this decision by saying the central ethics

team was broken up and individual workers moved “within the

individual product teams that are building the services and the

software” [78]. For those not fired, critical scholarship points to

logics including techno-solutionism that constrain leading ethics

programs at technology companies [61].

Integrating empirical interviews together with theory, this pa-

per shows how the work of AI ethics is often understood as a

“subjective” endeavor, and thus within the technology cultures in

which this work sits, is cast as lower status when compared with

the engineering work, seen as objective or rational.1 This is pre-

dicted by Forsythe’s argument about the “deletion of the social”[29,

p. 28], which she positioned as a detriment foremost to AI function-

ality, but in our context also operates to delete social knowledges

from AI ethics discussions, and position such discussion as lower

status. For women and other minoritized groups doing ethics work

and disproportionately filling ethics roles, this interacts with docu-

mented ways in which their knowledge and work is devalued and

delegitimized [85]. In response, I show how some participants seek

to legitimize ethics work by casting it as objective, quantitative and

therefore authoritative. However, I show how other participants

attempt to speak about ethics from their own situated, embodied

perspective, but find these attempts delegitimized.

In some ways, scientific documentation of disparity in AI is cru-

cial, and powerful: Buolamwini and Gebru’s Gendershades project

tested and documented gender and skin type disparities in facial

recognition systems [18], which have now been cited in testimony

before congress [16], and in popular media outlets [54], and is

likely now one of themost widely recognized examples of AI ethics

failings. Both Model Cards [63] and Datasheets for Datasets [34]

are widely-recognized best practices, and have come to enjoy the

authority of scientific “Nutrition Facts” on packaged food, both

points recognized in practitioner blogs (“like nutrition labels [one

can read a] model card, and quickly understand. . . ” [91]), and via

pictographic representations shown on Google’s prominent blog

1The definitions of objectivity and subjectivity have taken nearly polar opposite mean-
ings across history [20, p. 31]. The more familiar “new” senses of these words define
so-called objective phenomena as not interpreted, and are thus taken to be “external to
or independent of the mind” [25], and subjective phenomena are “relating to the think-
ing subject ... proceeding from or taking place within the individual consciousness or
perception; having its source in the mind” [24]. In recognizing that all knowledge is
situated and embodied, and thus not independent of the mind [41], I reject this di-
chotomy even while recognizing it to be a social reality for many, including for many
of my participants.
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post about Model Cards [35].2 The examples above are extremely

important to the extent to which ethics is taken seriously in tech-

nology cultures and organizations, and have become touchstones

by which people communicate about AI ethics work.

This push towards standardized processes can also be seen in

attempts to codify AI ethics into rules and standards such as the

European Union’s AI Act [58], and the US National Institute of

Standards and Technology “AI Risk Management Framework” [67].

This NIST framework asserts that while many characteristics that

would make an AI system “untrustworthy” are “directly connected

to societal dynamics and human behavior”, and that indeed, views

on “what makes an AI technology trustworthy differ”, it nonethe-

less asserts that “there are certain key characteristics of trustwor-

thy systems”, such as “fair . . . accountable and transparent” [67].

In this, the NIST framework provides for some degree of contextu-

ality, but narrowly circumscribes this in a way perhaps more insid-

ious than its wholesale omission. It acknowledges situatedness in

how different people may understand what trust is, only to then

reduce trust shallow techno-solutionistic questions of design [36],

by asserting “fair ... accountable and transparent” as universally im-

portant principles, with a stable and shared meaning, even while

other research shows how the political economic context of inter-

firm AI development shreds this minimal context [32].

However, if we conceive of ethics as an inherently and produc-

tively contested domain, as past work has called for [92], this push

for legitimacy through codification and quantitative objectivity is

likely to be counterproductive and harmful. As Timnit Gebru dis-

cusses in her 2021 lecture, this is especially likely to be true for

members of minoritized groups not afforded “view from nowhere”

epistemic privilege [33] who may seek to raise ethical concerns

grounded in their lived experience, and will only serve to under-

write exclusionary pedagogy by delegitimizing ways of knowing

from disciplines beyond computer science, as Raji and coauthors

demonstrate in their analysis of AI ethics course syllabi [75]. To

begin to interrogate these politics of objectivity and examine epis-

temic power in AI ethics labor, the theoretical orientation of this

paper begins with Lucy Suchman’s notion of Located Account-

ability [80], which draws on Donna Haraways’ Situated Knowl-

edges [41] to envision a feminist ethic of accountability in tech-

nology production enabled by locating oneself in this process, and

remaining engaged with–and prepared to intervene in–the effects

of this technology. Further, insofar as AI Ethics is cast as, and in-

deed can often become, a complaint voiced in opposition to ex-

isting development trajectories or business imperatives [89], rais-

ing ethical issues may be seen as a complaint. For this, even while

she writes about harassment complaints in universities rather than

technology ethics, I look towards postcolonial feminist theorist

Sara Ahmed’s study of complaint activism [5]. Ahmed shows how

without a concerted effort towards “reorientation”, complaintsmust

be expressed in ways legible to institutional logics, in turn fur-

ther entrenching the epistemological supremacy of the logics that

2It is interesting to note that this Google blog post is based on a paper by Margaret
Mitchell and Timnit Gebru (and others [63]), yet unsurprisingly, I can find no similar
blog post bragging about a different paper which included these two authors [10],
a paper at the center of their unceremonious firing from Google [62]. More recent
Google publications have failed to cite even the Model Cards paper, despite discussing
Model Cards [83].

had refused to take these complaints seriously. I explore ways to

engage in this reorientation later sections and conclusion of this

piece, hearing intersectional feminist Audre Lorde’s call to not to

reach for sources of legitimacy that reinscribe oppressive systems [55],

and Black feminist theorist Kristie Dotson [26] for understanding

of the intractability of flattening epistemic power differentials and

possible ways forward.

The empirical basis for this paper is 75 interviews with technol-

ogists conducted remotely between early 2021 and late 2023, in a

multi-sited approach [90]. Purposive and snowball recruitment [70]

helped reach participants in a variety of contexts: from those em-

ployed at large tech companies to small startups, from academic re-

searchers to open source contributors, across 4 continents, and the

majority doing AI work at some point in the “AI supply chain” [19,

88]: spanning dataset curation, academic AI research, building new

models, to deploying them in consumer or B2B contexts. The ma-

jority of participants work in industry, who often were required to

engage with corporate AI ethics practices. This includes some who

have accepted AI ethics as part of their work, whether through

intrinsic motivation or as part of their assigned duties [e. g., 61],

and many who have not. Some portion of participants spoke to me

about their own ethical concerns, often after raising them to their

employers and seeing them go unaddressed. Another group of par-

ticipants worked on open source projects, and a smaller group

were activists seeking to question local development of carceral

technology. The variety of contexts in which I investigate AI ethics

practices allows us to understand how a variety of epistemolog-

ical stances interact with the legitimacy of AI ethics claims, and

what is rendered possible or not as a result of these stances. Par-

ticipants were invited to self-identify their gender: 57 identified as

men, 13 identified aswomen, four identified as non-binary, and one

declined to answer. Most interviews lasted one hour (though rang-

ing between 25 minutes and 3 hours), and were transcribed and

analyzed using inductive thematic analysis [14, 15], under an in-

terpretivist epistemological paradigm [53]. My analysis is therefore

inflected by my own positionality: I am a male-identified scholar

with formal training in computer science, mentored by feminist

STS scholars, with experience organizing against pervasive surveil-

lance [37, 38] and carceral technology [21, 48]. It is from attempts

to reconcile differences in language and legitimacy between the

first and last of these–computer science, carceral tech activism–that

I am motivated to write this paper. In some ways, these locations

represent the “stepping in and stepping out” characteristic of field-

work [72] in that some of my nonbinary and woman-identified

participants construct their AI ethics practice as self-consciously

feminist or even necessarily constructed in femme-only spaces, yet

also, the predominantly technical and male backdrop in which AI

ethics work sits paints me as part of the ingroup forming the bulk

of the participants in this work: men in technical roles.

This paper proceeds as follows: I first show how AI ethics labor

is often seen as a chore, in contrast to the “real work” of building AI

systems. I then show how attempts to legitimize this work by cast-

ing it as a quantitative, authoritative and even automated project

have succeeded to some extent in “elevating” it, by constructing

it in the same terms “real” AI engineering work is constructed. I

then turn to attempts by some participants to make ethics com-

plaints in ways that eschew quantification and instead come from
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the insight of their own particular location and experience, and re-

count how such efforts are often delegitimized. I then examine how

some participants seek to construct alternative AI ethics practices,

often based on their embodied experiences, and largely but not en-

tirely beyond objective institutional logics of legitimacy. I conclude

by motivating and explaining humble technical practices as those

which specifically seek to make their epistemic limits clear, sketch-

ing ways they may be implemented, and placing such practices in

dialogue with work on liberatory uses of quantification, critical

technical practices, participatory and intersectional AI, and epis-

temic power relations in AI.

This paper contributes the following:

• Thiswork provides an empirically-based catalog ofAI ethics

labor conducted from a variety of epistemological stances

and contexts, and examines their sources of–and the extent

to each is afforded–legitimacy, complementing scholarship

which scrutinizes hierarchies of knowledge in AI ethics ed-

ucational contexts [75], the supremacy of quantification in

AI fairness work in corporate contexts [23], and the use of

ostensibly “objective” algorithms in public sector [73].

• Flowing from this, this work attempts to frame discussion

of hierarchies of knowledge between the wide range of aca-

demic disciplines (ostensibly) included inAI ethics discourse:

from those concerned with “the development and deploy-

ment of algorithms” to those “examining human experiences,

needs, perceptions” [2], and between these and attempts

to include knowledge from activist and lived experiences

outside the academy [1], by examining how these different

knowledges are (not) afforded legitimacy in practice.

• Excellent exceptions notwithstanding [e.g., 7, 46, 71, 77, 82],

reflexive analysis of AI ethics scholarship argues that more

space needs to be made for feminist, Black, decolonial and

non-Western thought [12, 52, 75]. In its use of theory to

interpret empirical data, this paper and demonstrates the

relevance of feminist STS [29, 41, 80], post-colonial schol-

arship [5, 84], and Black feminist thought [26, 55] to to AI

ethics questions.

• Using this theory, this paper demonstrates the role of epis-

temic power in the context of AI ethics labor, joining work

bringing an epistemic lens to algorithmic fairness [28]. This

responds to reflexive examinations of past AI ethics scholar-

ship calling for greater attention to structural power asym-

metries [12, 52] and growing examples of research on other

kinds of power in AI ethics, such as in algorithmic decision-

making [45], workers raising ethical concerns [89] and en-

gaging in collective action [13], corporate capture co-opting

academic critique [92], and between those subjected to algo-

rithms and those developing them [11]. This localization of

epistemic power in AI ethics labor is used to motivate and

sketch the concept of humble technical practices, drawing on

related past work on critical technical practices [4, 59].

• Finally, in examining epistemic power hierarchies, this pa-

per provides a deeper diagnosis for themove to techno-solutionsistic

practices of AI ethics, widely critiqued as problematic and

insufficient [36, 52, 61, 64], by locating one reason for this

move at the level of epistemic power.

2 THE LOWER STATUS OF “ETHICS” WORK
WITHIN AI CULTURES

Past research shows how certain work in technology communities,

like writing documentation or building community, is often done

by women, and is less valued than writing code [65]. Within AI,

more recent work has even shown status differences between high

status work on models versus lower status work on the dataset

models are built from [76], and recent manifestos have attacked

“tech ethics” and related on the basis that it hinders “progress” on

endeavors such as “Becoming Technological Supermen” [8]. Forsythe

shows how these status divides are inscribed in the language used

by the AI practitioners she studied: they restricted their use of

the word “‘work’ to what they think of as ‘real AI’: building sys-

tems” [29, p. 26], set in contrast to the other kinds of work such

as grant writing, meetings, and also the “knowledge elicitation” in-

terviews seen as boring but necessary to “capture” knowledge to

encode into systems.

When asked about whether his community of deepfake content

creators had ever discussed ethics, one participant replied: “Uh, no.

No. I don’t think so. [. . . ] It’s mostly technical, you know, stuff

and, and sharing information aboutmodels. Um, anothermetaphor

I use is like, it’s like long exposure photography, but like from

like the 19th century where you’re carrying around plates, you

know, and you have to be like a pristine, like technician in handling

all the parameters to set up your camera and everything.” In this

metaphor, he explained how the work deemed worthy of discus-

sion is focused on the technical craft of making realistic deepfakes,

not the ethical questions involved in doing so. Notably, these two

are seen as distinct and separate, a stark example of the more wide-

spread division between technology and society [51]. This commu-

nity was overwhelmingly men, in contrast to other communities

examining the gendered impact of deepfakes [57].

I often asked participants what work they were most excited

about, and what work they saw as a chore. The most common task

seen as a chore was “paperwork” needed to release new systems,

which notably included AI ethics questionnaires, often included

filling in model cards. One described how each of the steps needed

to release code could be a byzantine “trap”, and that each task was

meted out randomly to teammates as necessary and undifferenti-

ated homework. Another referred to this as “light work”, and an-

other said that this work did not “feel like I was doing something

that I need to do”, but merely that it was a “have to” do.

One woman machine learning engineer described how she had

once previously gone through these release steps, and now she

was the one pigeon holed into doing these tasks evermore: “It’s

mainly me on my team who’s going through the [release steps. . . ]

I had to figure it out for one product and after that it has always

been, [<name>] you know how to do it. You go ahead and do it.”.

Forsythe wrote about how women and their work in AI labs were

marginalized: they were administrators or secretaries, and by ex-

cluding their work from the category of the “real work” of building

AI systems, they were not included as members of “the lab”. In one

case, she recounts how they were “rendered invisible through the

systematic bracketing out of people who performwork that is gen-

dered as female” [29, p. 172]. While our previous participant had a
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masters degree and an AI engineering job title, she was nonethe-

less the only woman on her team and the one told to do the work

coded as a “chore”. Taken together, these examples show how AI

ethics work is seen as lower status “chore” work.

3 AUTOMATED MODEL CARDS: THE PUSH
FOR LEGITIMACY THROUGH QUANTIFIED,
AUTOMATED, AUTHORITATIVE
OBJECTIVITY

Whereas in the last section, we saw how doing ethics work is often

accepted as an unwelcome but necessary chore, here we see how

others seek ways to legitimize its value. In her study of student

complaints about sexual harassment from staff, Sara Ahmedwrites

how students’ complaints about sexual harassment were perceived

as “legible” to their institution only when expressed in a certain

way, using “evidence that took the right form” [5, p. 5], and often

faced threats to their career when raising these complaints. In an

AI ethics context,Madaio and coauthors find that advocating forAI

fairness issues can bring perceived career risks, but that checklists

can empower individuals to raise these issues [56].

For some, pushing for legitimacy for AI ethics involved seek-

ing to make ethical evaluation into an “objective” process through

the use of automated tools. One AI engineer, on reviewing his or-

ganization’s model card template, which already sought to walk

through the kinds of questions which should be asked when think-

ing about ethics, lamented that “A lot of filling out the model card

is subjective, right, because it’s based on my understanding of how

we use the model and my understanding of the data, the data set.”.

When I asked why this might be an issue, he said “because, if I

give the card and the data set and the model to another person

to answer the question, his answer might be different”. To him,

ethics ought to be decidable and rational, and therefore he believed

model cards ought to be able to conclusively “answer” questions

of ethics, rather than open up such questions for contestation.3 To

help achieve these ends, he said how on his team “we try to auto-

mate a lot of that now” by building “tooling to run the data and

the model [...] that’s actually, objectively looking at it”, calculating

numbers to generate a model card. Later in the interview, he re-

flected “I haven’t really figured out if you actually need a person to

answer these questions, or the tooling can answer these questions

for you.”. This was also apparent in how he spoke of ethical issues,

for example talking of ethics issues as if they could be straightfor-

wardly fixed as soon as better tools were available to enable model

explainability, saying that “The de bug-ability of it so that at least

you can fix the problem” is most pressing to him. Finally, when

asked what came to mind when he heard “ethical AI”, his first re-

sponse was “fairness”, saying that it is “based on a lot of definitions

that we have around nondiscrimination . . . policy” , attending to

definitions and policy as first order concerns.

Others sought to base their claims toAI ethics by citing evidence

from outside authorities. In one group discussion about AI ethics I

witnessed in particular, participants persistently backed up points

3While the original paper proposing Model Cards “specifically aims to standardize
ethical practice and reporting” (emphasis mine), the paper does so in order to enable
questions to be asked “across different institutions, contexts, and stakeholders”, and
explicitly positions it as one technique among many needed interventions [63].

they raised by citing a variety of outside sources, including: the

book Thinking Fast and Slow, the book Bowling Alone, the notion

of the Dunbar Number, and “a study done way back in 1990s, 1998

or 96, something like that”. In a shorter follow up conversation one-

on-one, a participant brought up “Checklist Manifesto. Have you

read that book? It’s a fantastic book. It’s by Atul Gawande”, and

“this website called [the] AI incidents” database. In this way, ethi-

cal arguments were seen as especially valid when they were based

on an external, and often scholarly, reference point. The reference

to the AI Incidents Database [60] is particularly interesting: it is a

resource which helps to expand the frame of discussion by provid-

ing evidence for the contextuality of AI harm, but its invocation

suggests the need for such evidence to be particularly structured

and collated to be seen as especially legitimate.

Finally, the participant in a professional community commit-

ted to making “quality” deepfakes (discussed above), when asked

about ethical issues, said that he is “bothered” that most discus-

sions of ethics of deepfakes center on geopolitical misinformation

concerns (eg, faking politicians) rather than the predominant case

of deepfakes: non consensual porn [6] (this discrepancy examined

using a feminist lens in prior work [57]). To him, “objective” debate

was needed: “like let’s have an objective, you know, conversation

about the benefits and the disadvantages [of deepfakes. . . ]”. At the

same time, he reasoned that most deepfake porn may not be high

quality enough to nor common enough to be concerning in his de-

sired “objective” debate: “I know it’s like 90% is like pornography,

but it’s also, you can have a debate about, well, how many users

are doing that? No one really knows, you know? And, and to be

honest, those fakes aren’t [... at] the level that the [professional]

people that I work with.”

4 GREY SKIN AS TECHNOFIX: A FAILED
ATTEMPT TO LODGE A LOCATED
COMPLAINT

It is analytically notable that both Ahmed and Suchman use the

word “location”. Suchman calls us to acknowledge the located na-

ture of our “vision” – that our perspective on the world is not a

“view from nowhere” but is instead based in our particular social,

political, geographical, and embodied worlds [80]. Ahmed speaks

of location to denote the misdirection of blame: “to become a com-

plainer is to become the location of a problem” [5, p. 3], in how a

complainant might be told that they are the problem for misinter-

preting things or raising a fuss, instead of treating the harassment

or harasser as the problem. Both use the same sense of the word “lo-

cation”: both denote the particular partial perspective from which

one’s views are generated, in Ahmed’s case denoting the particu-

lar cues by which a student is attuned to a pattern of harassment

mistakenly read as innocent to the “objective” admin who would

adjudicate the matter. Those “too close” to the harassment were

seen as unable to be objective.

Many participants report that when raising ethics complaints

that are based on their own particular location, these are often

delegitimized. For example, a woman of color working on virtual

reality tech (the only woman of color on her team) asked for small

steps to make their tech more inclusive for people of different skin

colors, or thosemissing a hand. She reports: “And virtual reality by
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itself, I will say is not very accessible, right? [...] So a really famous

VR software at the time, had done inclusivity, in terms of the color

of the skins of hands, right, and allowing for people with one hand

to operate it. So if you didn’t want to use white hands or stuff like

that, and I brought it up as an option, because we were working

with folks who could be helped by that.”.

In line with the previous section, she had first tried citing “pa-

pers on why diversity helps on how people will come back to your

application”, attempting to legitimize her concern using both out-

side scholarly authority and the valued business imperative of at-

tractingmore users. Thework to legitimize this complaint by using

the kind of evidence and imperatives seen as legitimate by her com-

pany constituted labor, which fell to her. But this approach failed,

so this participant noted to hear team how this concern was rooted

in her own usage of the system, seeing white hands projected in

VR in place of her color: “I don’t have white skin and the device did

and I was like, Wait, if I’m developing it, if people who are using it,

[they] might feel even more intensely about it.”. On one hand, she

noted how “it was easier to sort of bring up those diverse opinions”

by virtue of her identity, but on the other, she noted how she was

concerned that other would ask whether her “perspective [is] com-

ing because I am a unique person [...] or is it only coming because

I’m a woman and and then a woman of color?”, saying that she

didn’t want to “rock the boat too much” for fear these rocks would

be dismissed by virtue of being “quirks” of her identity. Indeed, she

said “I think [that] sometimes I could be considered intense”.

Ultimately, the accessible and inclusive VR features she asked

for were not implemented, “And then I was sort of told, Well, no-

body asked for it.” Here, “somebody” would refer exclusively to

paying users, meaning she was included in the empty group of “no-

body”. Instead of customizable skin colors, the skin was made grey,

which she named as a “colorblind” outcome, and disliked. This

sidestepped situated discussions of skin color, and instead, adopted

grey skin as a kind of objective skin from literal nowhere.

Ahmed writes that “we realized that to be heard we had to make

our experiences legible [...] For some of us, the institution expected

emotion and hurt to be expressed. For others [...] emotional ex-

pressions were viewed as irrelevant or even detrimental to com-

plaint.” [5, p. 267-268]. While the context of sexual harassment in

universities is different than the context of this participant, she

was caught in a similar double-bind in choosing how to base her

claim: on one hand, she had tried to cite academic evidence on why

inclusion would help product success. On the other hand, she had

attempted to speak from her own situated perspective, as a woman

of color, for why she did not want VR to white or grey-wash her

hands, but instead was implicitly called “nobody” — outside of the

role of the customer, her own ask for more inclusive features did

not count.

5 THE NEED FOR ALTERNATIVE AI ETHICS
PRACTICES: CREATING SPACE FOR
EMBODIED COMPLAINTS

Upon thinking back to an AI ethics conversation she had convened

with exclusively femme work colleagues, one participant reflected

how this changed the tenor of discussion, creating a shared “feel-

ing like it’s some it’s a part of your lived experience to be harmed

by technologies, versus feeling like it’s an abstract intellectual con-

versation”. She went on to say how shared experience may make

people feel comfortable to “give more of yourself”, because she

can “feel more comfortable when you’re sort of assuming that the

people in the room that are there with you are on the same page”

because of shared experience ofmarginalization, even while partic-

ulars may differ. In this way, she felt that discussing AI ethics with

other marginalized people legitimizes speaking from “lived experi-

ence” instead of conceiving it as an “abstract intellectual” conver-

sation. Here, gaps left by the latter are filled by the former, and

it is important to note that even those engaging in “abstract intel-

lectual” conversations do so from lived experience, but are simply

more limited in what they recognize that this experience teaches

them. In a recent discussion, she raised “foreign intervention” as

a concern for discussion, based in part on the fact that “I’m from

Latin America, my family’s from Latin America originally. And I

think a lot about the impacts of technology on a global scale”. She

contrasted this recent discussion with past experiences of group

discussions at her workplace which included men: “it’s also worth-

while to like, point out that we’re all women. [...] there’s a different

way these conversations happen [...] when there’s like, male gen-

ders participating in activities like this. [...] men take up space in

particular ways.”

One participant, who identified as a “grumpy feminist anthro-

pologist” told of her past experience taking anAI ethics class, where

student groups would sign up to present and lead discussions of

tech ethics issues in the news. Shementioned how she “was paying

attention to [the] gender component of those discussions”. Noting

that there were “much more men than women” in the class gener-

ally, and that in particular: “the people who signed up for discus-

sion on [the article] ‘Google will know I’m pregnant before I [do]’

were men. And they were talking about periods and being preg-

nant and all these things without like, any personal experience.”

She discussed how space was not created to discuss this topic from

particular personal experience, instead treating all discussants as

having equal – detached and ostensibly objective – perspectives

on the issue. She goes on: “There was no acknowledgement of em-

bodiment of the experience when it comes to ethics and AI”, men-

tioning that this was “pretty memorable [...] as a woman and as

somebody who gave birth and was pregnant.”. Speaking of a more

recent AI ethics conversation, she suggested the way it was was

constructed limited discussion in “what kind of terrain, what kind

of habits, what kind of people” fit and did not, giving an exam-

ple of a local street vendor selling juice who used to be a rich and

busy gathering spot, but whose livelihood has been taken through

the uptake of delivery apps. Speaking how the “example of juice

maker doesn’t fit in here,” she characterized the way the conver-

sation was constructed as an “epistemic kind of violence” in how

it adopted and tacitly enforced a “certain imagery of the culture”.

A different participant spoke similarly, reflecting on how she of-

ten put forward her experience as an immigrant when discussing

technology: “Sometimes I do it very consciously to like, put my

foot in the room or like to remind [of] this context, that it affects

everything. Like, everything that happens and gets built in the US

is going to get exported as an idea if not an actual product into the

rest of the world and into the global south.” She spoke of how she

does this even when conspicuously “conscious about how I, in this
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country, I’m talking about this ‘other place’ like I’m often the only

person bringing up an ‘other place”’, aware of how this may ‘other’

her but seeing this as important nonetheless.

Others spoke concretely about how embodiment and situated

experience played a role in their own development process, and

how this intersected with corporate logics. One participant was

developing a body scanning health product, mentioning: “body

scanning in particular is sensitive information, and so we recog-

nize from the beginning that if you show somebody a body scan,

number one, different people are going to react to it differently.

There is great potential to have someone get motivated or track

progress. However, there’s also great potential to exacerbate body

image issues. So that’s something we’re very sensitive to in the

way we designed the app and the way we present data.” He de-

scribed the ways his team had sought to design the interface to

account for these differing reactions, including a “multi screen tu-

torial that walks the user through; how should you think about this

information? Youmight be shocked by this information. That’s OK.

This is about you achieving your goals. And for each piece, each

measurement, for example, we would provide in that tutorial, an

explanation. Here’s your waist circumference, here’s why it’s im-

portant, and here’s a bit of research around it”. While echoing dis-

courses of legitimacy through scholarly medicine as seen above,

this participant spoke of how how as part of the “venture incu-

bation process” they would themselves volunteer to serve as each

other’s pilot participants, recognizing howmuch of it is “a personal

experience having [one’s body] evaluated [by] 3D body scanning

in a research context”. He spoke of how they had developedmutual

vulnerability through “the opportunity to get to know each other.

And so honestly, we have a pretty good team rapport. [...] we check

in on each other outside of work, and so having that familiarity is

definitely helpful, in talking about this.” However, he also spoke

about how a shared “passion for the user, for the customer” moti-

vated the attention to the myriad ways people may relate or react

to this technology, interestingly, suggesting attention to various

experiences can be cast as a market imperative.

6 CONCLUSIONS: EPISTEMIC POWER, AND
TOWARDS HUMBLE TECHNICAL
PRACTICES

“The master’s tools will never dismantle the master’s house. They

may allow us temporarily to beat him at his own game, but they

will never enable us to bring about genuine change” [55]. Audre

Lorde delivered these famous words to a conference of white femi-

nist academics, pointing out how they were ostensibly advocating

feminism but doing so with and within the patriarchal structures

of academia. Her words are read to “challenge reformist feminists

to become radical feminists” [68], imploring them to lay down the

allegorical tools of the master that may give them academic credi-

bility while simultaneously holding down others who do not have

access to these tools. Lorde asks: “What does it mean when the

tools of a racist patriarchy are used to examine the fruits of that

same patriarchy?” I ask an analogous question: if AI ethics relies on

quantified neutral objectivity for its legitimacy, what will that fore-

close? And Lorde responds: “It means that only the most narrow

perimeters of change are possible and allowable”. The simple point

of my piece is analogous: we reach a limit on the legitimacy that AI

ethics can achieve while understanding itself as neutral and objec-

tive, which will thereby delegitimize practices of AI ethics that au-

thentically integrate lived, located and embodied experiences. Put

even more directly, by entrenching the epistemic power of quantifi-

cation, the wide use of model cards and their ilk risk legitimizing

AI ethics as a project in equal and opposite measure to the extent

that they delegitimize and marginalize embodied and lived experi-

ences as legitimate parts of the same project.

Using themetaphor of sight, Haraway asks us to reject the “deadly

fantasy that feminists and others have identified in some versions

of objectivity, those in the service of hierarchical and positivist

orderings of what can count as knowledge” [41, p. 580, empha-

sis mine]. Crucially, she does not give up on objectivity whole-

sale, and instead asks us to construct a feminist objectivity that

is grounded in “situated and embodied knowledges and an argu-

ment against various forms of unlocatable, and so irresponsible,

knowledge claims” (from [41, p. 583], similar to the “strong ob-

jectivity” of [42]).4 In this way, feminist objectivity makes clear

how objectivity is stronger when it acknowledges that all knowl-

edge is socially situated, and the ways in which lived experience

builds and inflects knowledge. And further, it is not quantifica-

tion, per se, that are the “masters tools”, instead it is the doctri-

nal positivist objectivity which disguises a hegemonic perspective

as a “view from nowhere”, but which often adopts quantification

as its tool.5 Indeed, while examples of oppressive uses of quan-

tification abound [17, 86], we can also find examples of interpre-

tive quantification practices calculated toward better understand-

ing one’s embodied experience [66], documenting wider trends of

oppression [27, 82], phenomena which affect our lives but occur

at a scale too large to be appreciated directly [69], as well as other

uses of quantification to disrupt power relations or advocate for the

marginalized [3, 40, 49]. This warning against entrenching the epis-

temic supremacy of quantification applies to these examples too:

not to suggest that quantification must be eschewed, but instead

to argue that steps must be taken to limit its epistemic supremacy

in order to make space for other ways of knowing.

Therefore, and perhaps unsurprisingly to feminist epistemolo-

gists, I label the “view from nowhere”, with its false guise of neu-

tral objectivity, and the epistemic power that comes with it, as the

master’s tools. In her 2021 talk, Timnit Gebru talks about how epis-

temologies of AI adopt this “view from nowhere”, and use it to

construct hierarchies of knowledge in AI. She relays how some re-

ceive her proposal to include sociocultural understanding as part

of ML data collection as informed by the field of Archives [43]

was responded to with the dismissive question “What was the al-

gorithmic component of her work?”, revealing the practice of im-

proving an algorithmic technique on a quantifiable dataset to be

the esteemed “pinnacle” [33]. This question does much to disclose

4Haraway emphasizes that she has no patience for relativism, calling it equally in
denial of the “stakes in location, embodiment, and partial perspective” as both rela-
tivism and “view from nowhere” objectivity “make it impossible to see well” [41, p.
584]. Instead, she suggests how leaning in to the “particularity and embodiment of all
vision” thus “allows us to construct a usable, but not innocent ... objectivity”’ (582).
5Others have pointed out that an objectivity rooted in positivism is not commen-
surable with interpretivism given deep epistemological disagreements, even while
their frequently chosen methods (ie, quantitative vs qualitative) may be commensu-
rable [53, p. 174].
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what is, and isn’t, valued in the knowledge system of the dom-

inant technical practices of today, and demonstrates how “view

from nowhere” algorithms are given epistemic power. Relatedly, in

an educational context, Raji, Scheuerman, and Amironesei demon-

strate how courses courses teaching “AI ethics” often construe ethics

using the language and techniques of computer science, reinforc-

ing the discipline’s dominance in hierarchies of knowledge, and

thus resulting in an “exclusionary pedegogy” not open to other

ways of knowing [75].

Black feminist philosopher Kristie Dotson reminds us how dif-

ficult of a road it will be to undo these hierarchies, on the road to-

wards feminist objectivity that includes embodied and situated ex-

periences. In her paper, Conceptualizing Epistemic Oppression [26],

she expands beyond work on epistemic injustice [31] to remind us

that the nature of epistemic power means that those holding it are

very rarely confronted with the need to reevaluate their epistemic

frames, and are therefore able to “absorb extraordinarily large dis-

turbances without redefining [their] structure”. On the other hand,

those using non-dominant epistemic systems may be “rejected as

nonsensical; [or as] as a deceiver with dangerous ideas; or [their]

conclusions [..] might even invoke ridicule and laughter”, or simply

“deep, awkward silences” when scientists are confronted with in-

digenous knowledge claims they believe are objectively false [84,

p. 143]. Dotson suggests that while “Attempts to convince those

who are relatively more epistemically powerful to relinquish some

of their power might be warranted as a first line of address”, one

might also seek to lessen the effect of faulty credibility assessments.

So, this difficult road implies the need for epistemological plu-

ralism within quantitative or technical practice, in order to enable

the incorporation and privileging of other kinds of knowledge, a

project related to those others have attempted. Notably, we have

Philip Agre’s Toward a Critical Technical Practice: Lessons Learned

in Trying to Reform AI in which he relays his awakening out of

dominant AI practices of “write programs that solve problems bet-

ter than anybody else’s” as the only valid proof of the veracity of a

critique [4], and thus the only path to new knowledge, which nowa-

days usually means quantifying improvement on narrow bench-

marks [39]. He critiques AI, but argues for the need to reform AI,

into a practice that is critical and reflexive: a critical technical prac-

tice, asking us not to let go of the technical, but to be reflexively crit-

ical of its limits. More recently, Malik and Mailk theorize “Critical

Technical Awakenings” using Paulo Freire’s theory of critical con-

sciousness [30] and emphasize the role of community, especially

communities including non-technical and non-positivist thinkers,

to enable more such awakenings [59] echoing Raji and coauthors’

call to resist solitary and epistemically homogeneous approaches

to tech ethics [75]. Among other issues, though a process Ahmed

calls “atomization” [5, p. 180], solitary approaches reduce the abil-

ity of a community to fashion and legitimize alternative epistemic

practices, for example in how Microsoft disbanded a central ethics

team and moved the few ethics practitioners who remained to re-

port to technical product teams [78]. Also, notably, there are com-

mon pitfalls on the road to epistemological pluralism, such as “par-

ticipatory” AI approaches which fall short when those asked to

“participate” are not given a say in the terms (including epistemic

terms) of their participation nor a commitment to their ongoing

inclusion [79] or when careful participation is sacrificed in service

of system scale [22], and when “intersectional” approaches to AI

reduce the rich lived experience of intersectional oppression to sub-

group parity fairness metrics [46].

Taking Agre’s cogent cultural critique into an understanding

of epistemic power, I ask those practicing “AI”, and other related

quantified sciences widely practiced as value neutral, to help level

epistemic power differentials by underscoring the partiality of their

work [80], constructingwhat I call humble technical practices, which

specifically seek to make their epistemic limits clear. Beyond the

minimum technical humility sometimes demanded in “threats to

validity” or “limitations” paper sections, which seek to enumerate

and answer for possible technical flaws from within the epistemic

frame of the paper, this would include gesturing towards (as doing

more would likely be seen as nonsensical, until such practices be-

come routine [84]) the epistemic limits of quantification, and what

other epistemic framesmay have to offer. Beyond written products,

this may be easier in interactive settings such as research talks or

conversations with peers, and especially effective when given on

prominent platforms. This may involve acknowledging the incom-

plete view that large-scale data analysis may offer, and directing

readers or the audience to other forms of knowledge on similar

problems. This can also blend well with approaches to share epis-

temic power: elevating and platforming those with lived experi-

ence to serve as the natural expert on the nature of the problems

they face and the roots of these problems. This should involve not

only attention to citational justice by seeking to give epistemic

power to marginalized academics and marginalized academic dis-

ciplines through citational practices [50], but crucially must also

seek to more broadly acknowledge knowledge sources not repre-

sented in tech companies or the academy.When lived experience is

segmented off into its own conference track or side meetings [1], it

can be literally difficult to see them as worthy of being in the same

room.

Epistemic power is bound upwith, and often flowing from, other

kinds including economic and political power. For example, Forsythe

writes how the (bad) appropriation of ethnographic methods in

positivistways by untrained AI researchers had economic outcomes:

“my own research funds have dried up” [29, p. 143]. It is therefore

those with other kinds of power, along lines of race, gender, or

wealth, that should first share or cede epistemic power. Notably,

people harmed by AI are often not paid nor recognized for sharing

their lived experience of this harm in the ways that academics may

be paid to collect it [79]. Therefore, I call for more ways to legit-

imize the sharing of lived experience in and on its own terms as

valid AI ethics practice, and indeed, the preeminent and most true

form of such practice. This must be listened to, and AI Ethics must

be seen as a project to legitimize and amplify these on their own

terms.

Technology audits led by advocates and activists, instead of those

occurring as “closed-door compliance” exercises lockedwithin tech-

nology companies and their epistemic frame [47], are a way to

open the doors to other kinds of knowledge and thereby flatten

epistemic power hierarchies. Krafft and coauthors propose a flow-

chart, questionnaire, and other tools to place “those with the lived

experience of being differentially targeted by surveillance technolo-

gies”, specifically positioning this as expertise of the sort particu-

larly integral to equity in public sector algorithmic systems. They
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conclude theirworkwith the sendoff: “The technofuturewe project

through this work is defiance rather than compliance”, fitting given

that their audit framework is designed to enable such defiance to

be taken seriously. I echo this call for defiance — we will build

the power we need when we speak from our experience, build-

ing “collective knowledge of the specific locations of our specific

visions” [80], without hesitation and without reaching for other

sources of legitimacy.
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